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The "Game Development with ActionScript" book (Premier Press) by CEO of
Ism Studios, LLC., Lewis Moronta Hits the Shelves

Lewis Moronta's new book, "GameDevelopment with ActionScript"is the right book for aspiring
Flash game developers and developers in general. No matter what creative field you are in, this
book will teach you how to create games from the ground up.

(PRWEB) November 20, 2003 -- New YorkCity, New York,November 20, 2003 -- If you have ever wondered
what it's like to create a game from a plain ol' idea you've had in the back of your head, wonder no more--
"Game Development with ActionScript" will provide the roadmap, along with a solid foundation of skills that
will aid your development careers.

If you want to learn those secret programming concepts like A.I. (Artificial Intelligence) to tool programs to
sound programming to physics and trigonometry, the book covers it all. By the end of the book, you will
understand the inner workings of a complete game and leave with enough knowledge to astound your friends
and even make a few bucks out of it.

The book was broken down in key areas such as the fundamentals--here everything from creating variables to
setting up and working in your environment will be discussed.

The intermediate stuff--all that fun math/art stuff that you never thought you could do is broken down and
taught here.

Input and sound--two of the most important things when it comes to games, the reader will be masters of these
concepts once they are done.

Math and science & communication theories and practicies and will also be covered. The book ends in a huge
party chapter where you dissect a real shooter game. There will be no hidden secrets after you learn from
"Game Development with ActionScript".

Visit www.amazon.com now and get 30% off. You can get this book for under $21!
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Contact Information
Lewis Moronta
Ism Studios, LLC
http://www.ismstudios.com

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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